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Updates on stripped securities added on
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1.

INTRODUCTION

As the last stage of the BISTECH Project, which is held in the framework of the strategic
partnership agreement signed on 20/01/2014 with Nasdaq, Borsa İstanbul A.Ş. continues to
work for the move of the Debt Securities Market to the BISTECH system.
With the move of the Debt Securities Market to the BISTECH system, new applications
regarding the market rules will be introduced and some of the existing applications will be
terminated.
Our members will be able to send and execute orders in the new trading platform by using
trading terminals from their desks and / or by using FIX interface instead of BAP API as it is
used in the current system.
The functional changes in the new structure are summarized below;










The instrument hierarchy in the Trading System will change.
A new market structure will be introduced.
The new instrument structure will contain ISIN code, market and value (settlement) date
information.
Users will be differentiated on market basis and Debt Securities Market (DSM) users will
receive a “_F” sign (for "Fixed Income") at the end of their name. Ex:
NAME_SURNAME_F
Orders can be inactivated and stored on the user's terminal so that orders can be entered
quickly if the user wishes to send the same order.
FIX connections will be seperated as follows:
Order Entry
Reference Data,
Drop Copy (for order and trade information)
Repo allocation will be performed from the Takasbank screens and security prices to be
used in repo transactions (continue to be called as TRCARI) will be determined and
announced by Takasbank. Collateral management and post-trade risk management will be
handled by Takasbank.
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2.

2.1

DSM BISTECH SYSTEM GENERAL STRUCTURE

Instrument Hierarchy and Market Structure

The instrument hierarchy within the BISTECH system will be composed as “Exchange 
Market  Instrument Type  Instrument Class  Instrument Series”.
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2.2

Markets

Market Name

Market
Code

OUTRIGHT PURCHASES AND SALES MARKET - NORMAL
ORDERS

FKESN

OUTRIGHT PURCHASES AND SALES MARKET – SMALL ORDERS

FKESS

REPO REVERSE REPO MARKET – NORMAL ORDERS

FREPN

REPO REVERSE REPO MARKET – SMALL ORDERS

FREPS

INTERBANK REPO REVERSE REPO MARKET

FBREP

REPO MARKET FOR SPECIFIED SECURITIES

FMKTR

EQUITY REPO MARKET

FPREP

COMMITTED TRANSACTIONS MARKET

FSTIP

OFFERING MARKET FOR QUALIFIED INVESTORS

FNYIP

WATCHLIST MARKET

FGAPZ

INTERNATIONAL BONDS MARKET

FEUTP

BUYIN MARKET

FTMRD

INDICATIVE BOARD

FILNT

At the beginning of the market codes, “F” (Fixed Income) indicator was added for the Debt
Securities Market.
As seen from the above table, the Borsa Istanbul Money Market will not be moved to BISTECH
system in the first stage and transactions will continue to be carried out through the Automatic
Bond Buying and Selling System (OTASS).
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2.3

Instrument Types
Market / Instrument Types
Instrument Group
FEUTP

FILNT

FKESN

FKESS

FNYIP

FMKTR

TRY DENOMINATED GDS

FDL

FKESNFDL FKESSFDL

FX DENOMINATED GDS

FDX

FKESNFDX

TRY GOV STRIPPED-SUKUK-PRINCIPAL

FKA

FKESNFKA

FMKTRFRS

TRY GOV STRIPPED-SUKUK COUPON

FKK

FKESNFKK

TRY GOV LEASE CERTIFICATE

FKL

FKESNFKL

FX GOV LEASE CERTIFICATE

FKX

FKESNFKX

TRY GDS STRIPPED_PRINCIPAL

FSA

FKESNFSA FKESSFSA

FMKTRFRS

FPREP

FSTIP

FMKTRFRS

FTMRD

FGAPZ

Currency CCP /
NCCP

FTMRDFDL

TRY

CCP

FTMRDFDX

FX

NCCP

FSTIPFSK

FTMRDFKA

TRY

CCP

FMKTRFRS

FSTIPFSK

FTMRDFKK

TRY

CCP

FMKTRFRS

FSTIPFSK

FTMRDFKL

TRY

CCP

FTMRDFKX

FX

NCCP

FTMRDFSA

TRY

CCP

TRY GDS STRIPPED_ COUPON

FSL

FKESNFSL

FKESSFSL

FMKTRFRS

FTMRDFSL

TRY

CCP

TRY GOV OTHER DS

FOT

FKESNFOT FKESSFOT

FMKTRFRS

FTMRDFOT

TRY

CCP

EUROBOND

FEB

FTMRDFEB

FX

NCCP

TRY DENOMINATED CB

FOL

FKESNFOL

FNYIPFOL FMKTRFSN

FTMRDFOL

FGAPZFOL

TRY

NCCP

TRY BANK BONDS

FOB

FKESNFOB

FNYIPFOB FMKTRFRS

FTMRDFOB

FGAPZFOB

TRY

CCP

FX DENOMINATED CB

FOX

FKESNFOX

FNYIPFOX

FTMRDFOX

FX

NCCP

TRY CORPORATE LEASE CERTIFICATE

FKO

FKESNFKO

FNYIPFKO FMKTRFSN

FTMRDFKO

TRY

NCCP

TRY BANK SUKUK

FKB

FKESNFKB

FNYIPFKB FMKTRFRS

FTMRDFKB

TRY

CCP

FX CORPORATE LEASE CERTIFICATE

FKF

FKESNFKF

FNYIPFKF

FTMRDFKF

FX

NCCP

SPECIAL REPO CCP - MKTR

FRS

FMKTRFRS

TRY

CCP

SPECIAL REPO NCCP - MKTR

FSN

FMKTRFSN

TRY

NCCP

EQUITY REPO

FER

TRY

CCP

COMMITED TRANSACTION SUKUK

FSK

TRY

NCCP

FEUTPFEB

FILNTFEB

FPREPFER
FSTIPFSK
NCCP

NCCP

CCP/NCCP

CCP

NCCP

CCP/NCCP

CCP

NCCP

CCP/NCCP

CCP/NCCP

*There will be no trades in stripped all securities.
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Classic (General Collateral) repo markets; Repo Reverse Repo Market - Normal Orders, Repo
Reverse Repo - Small Orders, and Interbank Repo Reverse Market are in the same instrument
group.
Market / Instrument Types
Instrument Group
REPO General Collateral – FRP
with TRY denominated GDS
REPO General Collateral – FRK
with FX denominated GDS

FBREP

FREPN

FREPS

FBREPFRP

FREPNFRP

FREPSFRP

CCP

CCP

CCP

FREPNFRK
NCCP

As seen from the table, the instrument types are composed of 5-character Market code and 3character Instrument Group code.
Instrument-based information on whether Takasbank is the Central Counter Party (CCP) can
be seen on TW> Instrument Explorer window and in FIX Reference Data.

2.4

Instrument Series

The new instrument structure contains ISIN code, market and value (settlement) date
information. Standard series are the series whose definitions are the same and whose value dates
change every day depending on the date of the transaction. Examples of standard series can be
found below.
Standard Series

Transaction Date

Value Date

TRT240724T15_KESN_T0

25/05/2017

25/05/2017

TRT240724T15_KESN_T1

25/05/2017

26/05/2017

TRT240724T15_KESN_T2

25/05/2017

29/05/2017

S-NORMAL_REPN_T0-ON

25/05/2017

25/05/2017-26/05/2017

S-NORMAL_REPN_T1-ON

25/05/2017

26/05/2017-29/05/2017

Tailor Made Series are series created by selecting the desired date in the order entry stage.
Examples of tailor made series can be found below.
Tailor-Made Series

Value Date

TRT240724T15_KESN_310517

31/05/2017

TRT240724T15_KESN_020617

02/06/2017
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S-NORMAL_REPN_290517-030617

29/05/2017-03/06/2017

S-BANKA_BREP_300517-310517

30/05/2017-31/05/2017

2.5

Sessions

In general, there are no changes in the sessions and the rules concerning the sessions, but there
have been changes in the names of the sessions and the structure of the sessions due to technical
reasons.
In addition, for technical reasons, in the Outright Purchases and Sales Market;
BAP_TG_GOVMM for TRY denominated GDS (FKESNFDL)
BAP_TG_CRPMM for TRY denominated Corporate Bond (CB) (FKESNFOL)
BAP_TG_CRPMM for TRY denominated Bank Bonds (FKESNFOB)
trade sessions have been defined, but there is no change in the overall structure.
Market-based trading hours in Debt Securities Market are listed in the table below.
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DEBT SECURITIES MARKET TRADING HOURS

07:00

Outright Purchases and
Sales Market (Normal)

09:00

09:20

09:30

BAP_GUNBASI

09:45

10:00

BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE

12:00

12:30

13:00

BAP_ARA

13:30

13:45

14:00

14:15

BAP_SURKLI_MZYD_OGLE

15:00

17:15

17:30

17:35

17:40

BAP_GUNSN_ BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
ISLEMLERI
_YAYIN
ONU

BAP_ILERI_VALOR

TRY Denominated
Government Debt
Securities

BAP_GUNBASI

BAP_SUREKLI_
MUZAYEDE

BAP_GOV_MM_T0_STRT

BAP_ARA

TRY Denominated
Corporate Debt
Securities

BAP_GUNBASI

BAP_SUREKLI_
MUZAYEDE

BAP_CORPORATE_MM_T0

BAP_ARA

BAP_CORP_MM_OGLE

BAP_CORP_M
M_T0_STOP

BAP_ILERI_VALOR

BAP_GUNSN_ BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
ISLEMLERI
_YAYIN
ONU

TRY Denominated
Bank Debt Securities

BAP_GUNBASI

BAP_SUREKLI_
MUZAYEDE

BAP_CORPORATE_MM_T0

BAP_ARA

BAP_CORP_MM_OGLE

BAP_CORP_M
M_T0_STOP

BAP_ILERI_VALOR

BAP_GUNSN_ BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
ISLEMLERI
_YAYIN
ONU

BAP_SURKLI_MZ
YD_OGLE

BAP_GOV_MM_T+1_STRT

BAP_ILR_VALR_GOVT+1

BAP_ILRVAL_G BAP_GUNSN_ BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
OVMM_STP
ISLEMLERI
_YAYIN
ONU

Outright Purchases and
Sales Market (Small)

BAP_GUNBASI

BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE

BAP_ARA

BAP_SURKLI_MZYD_OGLE

BAP_ILERI_VALOR

BAP_GUNSN_ BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
ISLEMLERI
_YAYIN
ONU

Watchlist Market

BAP_GUNBASI

BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE

BAP_ARA

BAP_SURKLI_MZYD_OGLE

BAP_ILERI_VALOR

BAP_GUNSN_ BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
ISLEMLERI
_YAYIN
ONU

Offering Market for
Qualified Investors

BAP_GUNBASI

BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE

BAP_ARA

BAP_SURKLI_MZYD_OGLE

Repo-Reverse Repo
Market (Normal)

BAP_ARA
BAP_GUN BAP_REPO_K
_REPOKOT
BASI
OTASYON
ASYON

BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE

BAP_ARA

BAP_SURKLI_MZYD_OGLE

BAP_ILERI_VALOR

BAP_ILERI_VLR_TAKAS

BAP_GUNSN_ BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
ISLEMLERI
_YAYIN
ONU

Repo-Reverse Repo
Market (Small)

BAP_GUNBASI

BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE

BAP_ARA

BAP_SURKLI_MZYD_OGLE

BAP_ILERI_VALOR

BAP_ILERI_VLR_TAKAS

BAP_GUNSN_ BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
ISLEMLERI
_YAYIN
ONU

Interbank Repo-Reverse BAP_GUN BAP_REPO_K BAP_ARA
_REPOKOT
BASI
OTASYON
Repo Market

BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE

BAP_ARA

BAP_SURKLI_MZYD_OGLE

BAP_ILERI_VALOR

BAP_ILERI_VLR_TAKAS

BAP_GUNSN_ BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
ISLEMLERI
_YAYIN
ONU

Repo Market for
Specified Securities

BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE

BAP_ARA

BAP_SURKLI_MZYD_OGLE

BAP_ILERI_VALOR

BAP_GUNSN_ BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
ISLEMLERI
_YAYIN
ONU

BAP_ARA_PAY

BAP_ILERI_VALOR_PAY

BAP_GUNSN_ BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
ISLEMLERI
_YAYIN
ONU

BAP_SURKLI_MZYD_OGLE

BAP_ILERI_VALOR

BAP_GUNSN_ BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
ISLEMLERI
_YAYIN
ONU

BAP_GUNSN_ISLEMLERI

ASYON

BAP_GUNBASI

Equity Repo Market

BAP_GUNBASI

BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE

BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
_YAYIN
ONU

Committed Transactios
Market

BAP_GUNBASI

BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE

BAP_ARA

International Eurobond
Market

BAP_GUNBASI

BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE

BAP_ARA

BAP_SURKLI_MZYD_OGLE

BAP_GUNSN_ BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
ISLEMLERI
_YAYIN
ONU

Indicative Board

BAP_GUNBASI

BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE

BAP_ARA

BAP_SURKLI_MZYD_OGLE

BAP_GUNSN_ BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
ISLEMLERI
_YAYIN
ONU

Buy In Market

BAP_GUNBASI

BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE

BAP_GUNSN_ BAP_GUNSN BAP_GUNS
ISLEMLERI
_YAYIN
ONU

Sessions without order entry
Sessions with continuous auction order entry
Sessions with forward value date order entry for all account types, T+0 value date
order entry (passive orders) for fund accounts
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Rules concerning trading sessions are summarized below.
Trading Session
BAP_GUNBASI
BAP_GUNSN_ISLEMLERI
BAP_GUNSN_YAYIN
BAP_GUNSONU
BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE
BAP_SURKLI_MZYD_OGLE
BAP_GOV_MM_T0_STRT*
BAP_GOV_MM_T+1_STRT*
BAP_CORPORATE_MM_T0*
BAP_CORP_MM_OGLE*
BAP_CORP_MM_T0_STOP
BAP_ILERI_VALOR
BAP_ILERI_VALOR_PAY
BAP_ILERI_VLR_TAKAS
BAP_ILR_VALR_GOVT+1*
BAP_ILRVAL_GOVMM_STP
BAP_ARA
BAP_ARA_REPOKOTASYON
BAP_ARA_PAY
BAP_REPO_KOTASYON

Details
Order entry, order change, order cancellation are not
allowed.

Same day and forward value date orders are sent.
Order change and order cancellation are allowed.
Trades are allowed.

Forward value date orders are sent.
Same day value date orders are only sent as passive fund
orders
Order change and order cancellation are allowed.
Trades are allowed.
Order entry and order change are not allowed.
Order cancellation is allowed.
Trades are allowed.
Only Central Bank can send orders.

*“MM” sessions are those with supervision of market maker responsibilities. Details can be
found below.
Changes related to the sessions are summarized below.
1. In BAP_REPO_KOTASYON session, only the Central Bank can enter orders.
2. The sessions in which market maker responsibilities are supervised are given below;

Value
Date
T+0
T+0
T+1
T+1

GDS Market Maker

CB Market Maker

BAP_GOV_MM_T0_STRT

BAP_CORPORATE_MM_T0
BAP_CORP_MM_OGLE

BAP_GOV_MM_T+1_STRT
BAP_ILR_VALR_GOVT+1

3. BAP_ILERI_VLR_TAKAS session scheduled to start at 15:00 will operate after the end of
the repo allocation and the transition to this session may vary if there is a default in the repo
allocation. With the start of BAP_ILERI_VLR_TAKAS session, settlement by Takasbank
starts and repo allocations become final and cannot be changed.
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Similarly, with the start of BAP_ILERI_VLR_TAKAS it will not be possible to cancel and
rectify same day value trades.
4. On half-days, repo allocation will end at BAP_TAKAS_YG_CUTOFF session and no
orders can be entered during this session.
The operation of the sessions on half days is shown below.
DEBT SECURITIES MARKET TRADING HOURS (HALF DAY)
0 7 :0 0
O utr ight P ur chases and
Sales M ar ket (Nor mal)
T RY Denominated
Gover nment Debt
Secur ities
T RY Denominated
C or por ate Debt
Secur ities
T RY Denominated
Bank Debt Secur ities
O utr ight P ur chases and
Sales M ar ket (Small)
Watchlist M ar ket

0 9 :0 0

0 9 :2 0

1 1 :5 0

1 1 :5 5

1 2 :0 0

BA P _GUNSN BA P _GUN
_Y A Y IN
SO NU

BA P _GUNSO NU_ISLEM LERI

BA P _GUNSN BA P _GUN
_Y A Y IN
SO NU

BA P _SUREKLI
BA P _GUNSN BA P _GUN
BA P _C O RP O RA T E_M M _T 0 BA P _GUNSO NU_ISLEM LERI
_M UZA Y EDE
_Y A Y IN
SO NU

BA P _GUNBA SI

C ontinuous
A uction

BA P _GUNBA SI
BA P _GUNBA SI
BA P _GUNBA SI

Repo-Rever se Repo
M ar ket (Small)

BA P _GUNBA SI
BA P _REP BA P _A RA _
BA P _GUN
O _KO T A S REP O KO T A
BA SI
YON
SY O N
BA P _GUNBA SI
BA P _GUNBA SI

Equity Repo M ar ket

BA P _GUNBA SI
BA P _GUNBA SI

Indicative Boar d

BA P _GUNBA SI

Buyin M ar ket

BA P _GUNBA SI

2.6

1 1 :3 0

BA P _GUNSO NU_ISLEM LERI

BA P _GUNBA SI

BA P _REP BA P _A RA _
BA P _GUN
O _KO T A S REP O KO T A
BA SI
YON
SY O N

C ommitted T r ansactions
M ar ket
Inter national Eur obond
M ar ket

1 0 :0 0

BA P _SUREKLI
_M UZA Y EDE

Repo-Rever se Repo
M ar ket (Nor mal)

Repo M ar ket for Specified
Secur ities

0 9 :4 5

BA P _SUREKLI_M UZA Y EDE

BA P _GUNBA SI

O ffer ing M ar ket for
Q ualified Investor s

Inter bank Repo-Rever se
Repo M ar ket

0 9 :3 0

BA P _GUNBA SI

BA P _GO V_M M _T 0 _ST RT

BA P _GUNSN
_Y A Y IN
BA P _GUNSN
BA P _SUREKLI_M UZA Y EDE
BA P _GUNSO NU_ISLEM LERI
_Y A Y IN
BA P _GUNSN
BA P _SUREKLI_M UZA Y EDE
BA P _GUNSO NU_ISLEM LERI
_Y A Y IN
BA P _GUNSN
BA P _SUREKLI_M UZA Y EDE
BA P _GUNSO NU_ISLEM LERI
_Y A Y IN
BA P _GUNSO
BA P _T A KA S_ BA P _GUNSN
BA P _SUREKLI_M UZA Y EDE
NU_ISLEM LE
Y G_C UT O FF
_Y A Y IN
RI
BA P _GUNSO
BA P _T A KA S_ BA P _GUNSN
BA P _SUREKLI_M UZA Y EDE
NU_ISLEM LE
Y G_C UT O FF
_Y A Y IN
RI
BA P _GUNSO
BA P _T A KA S_ BA P _GUNSN
BA P _SUREKLI_M UZA Y EDE
NU_ISLEM LE
Y G_C UT O FF
_Y A Y IN
RI
BA P _GUNSN
BA P _SUREKLI_M UZA Y EDE
BA P _GUNSO NU_ISLEM LERI
_Y A Y IN
BA P _SUREKLI
BA P _GUNSN
BA P _GUNSO NU_ISLEM LERI
_M UZA Y EDE
_Y A Y IN
BA P _GUNSN
BA P _SUREKLI_M UZA Y EDE
BA P _GUNSO NU_ISLEM LERI
_Y A Y IN
BA P _GUNSN
BA P _SUREKLI_M UZA Y EDE
BA P _GUNSO NU_ISLEM LERI
_Y A Y IN
BA P _GUNSN
BA P _SUREKLI_M UZA Y EDE
BA P _GUNSO NU_ISLEM LERI
_Y A Y IN
BA P _GUNSN
BA P _SUREKLI_M UZA Y EDE
BA P _GUNSO NU_ISLEM LERI
_Y A Y IN
BA P _C O RP O RA T E_M M _T 0 BA P _GUNSO NU_ISLEM LERI

BA P _GUN
SO NU
BA P _GUN
SO NU
BA P _GUN
SO NU
BA P _GUN
SO NU
BA P _GUN
SO NU
BA P _GUN
SO NU
BA P _GUN
SO NU
BA P _GUN
SO NU
BA P _GUN
SO NU
BA P _GUN
SO NU
BA P _GUN
SO NU
BA P _GUN
SO NU
BA P _GUN
SO NU

Value Dates
Minimum
Maximum
Calendar
Start Value Start Value Day
/
Date
Date
Business Day

Outright Purchases and Sales Markets
GDS
GDS (Foreign currency)
CB and Other
Eurobond Markets
Offering Market for Qualified Investors
Classic Repo Markets (S)
Equity Repo Market*
Repo Market for Specified Securities
Commited Transactions Market
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0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

90
90
30
15
7
7
2
7
7

Calendar
Calendar
Calendar
Calendar
Calendar
Calendar
Business
Calendar
Calendar
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* The maximum number of days for Equity Repo Market will be calculated according to the
number of open settlement days.
Since settlement of instruments in the Equity Repo Market will not take place on half days,
orders with start or end value date which is a half day will not be accepted and no trades will
be executed.

2.7

Entering Orders

Orders will be sent through the “Enter Order” window in Trading Workstation below (TW).
There has been no change in the rules regarding order matching.

Yield/Price/Rate: Depending on the instrument, it can be Yield, Clean Price (Percentage of
Nominal), Dirty Price (Percentage of Nominal), Rate or Price.

Type:
Limit Orders: Orders with a specified price/rate and quantity, entered in terms of
minimum order size and its multiples.
Market Orders: Orders with specified quantity without price/rate, concerning purchase
or sale to the best possible price in the market.
Validity:
FoK: Fill or Kill,
FaK: Fill and Kill,
Day: Valid until the end of day.
AType: Account Type; specifies the account type (House, Fund, Client etc.) for which the order
is entered.
Debt Securities Market
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Account Types
M - Client
P - House
F - Fund
Y - Other Fund
I - Investment Trust
G - Primary Dealer Govt
C - Primary Dealer Corp
O - Portfolio Mgmt Company

AFK: Agency/Fund Code; code selected in terms of account type determined in the AType
field. Members will be able to authorize AFK codes for users through the Takasbank Terminal,
the Clearing Workstation (CW).
More information on Order Entry is available in “Trading Workstation (TW) User’s Guide”.

2.8

Price Tick and Order Size

There has been no change in Price Ticks with legacy system.
Order Entry Method
Yield
Clean Price
Dirty Price
Rate
Price

Price Tick
Others
0,01
0,001
0,001
0,01
0,001

Eurobond
0,01
0,0001
0,0001
-

Orders are entered in minimum order size and its multiples.
Normal
Min
Outright Purchases and Sales
Market
Government Bonds (TL)
Government Bonds (FX)
CBRT Liquidity Bills (TL)
Real Estate Sertificates
(TL)
Other instruments
Watchlist Market
Repo Reverse Repo Market
Interbank Repo Reverse Repo
Market
Debt Securities Market

Max

100.000
10.000
100.000
1.000

10.000.000
10.000.000
10.000.000
10.000.000

10.000
10.000
500.000
100.000

10.000.000
10.000.000
10.000.000
10.000.000

Small
Min

Max

1.000

99.000

1.000
1

99.000
999

1.000

499.000
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Repo Market for Specified
10.000
10.000.000
Securities
Equity Repo Market
10.000
3.000.000
Committed Transactions
10.000
10.000.000
Market
Eurobond*
1.000
5.000.000
Repo Trade Report
500.000
100.000.000
Offering Market for Qualified
50.000 Investors
*Minimum order sizes for EUR denominated Eurobonds that have different minimum unit sizes
could be determined differently.
2.8.1 Order and Trade Numbers
In the current system, the order number is given starting from 1 with date information provided
in the beginning. In the new system, the order number will be a unique number provided on the
basis of partition, order book and bid/ask side without having the date information in the
beginning. The trade number will be a unique number given consecutively during the day on
the basis of partition.
The uniqueness of the order depends on the below 3 parameters:
1) The instrument type of the order
2) Whether it is a bid or an ask order
3) Order number
Example:
Order Number:
Trade Number:

5B6866C1:00002801
09240A4100000001

Orders will be viewed in two separate windows (Order Book and Order History) and not in one
window as in the current system. “Order Book” window shows the final state of orders in the
market sent by a user and by other users of the same member. In the “Order History” window
all changes made in the related order can be monitored.

2.9

Order Inactivation

Users may inactivate his/her own orders and re-activate them during the day (Local
Inactivation). In some situations such as connection loss, orders may be inactivated by the
system automatically (Central Inactivation). This feature will be offered as an option to
requesting members during user identifications. Order inactivation is equivalent to cancellation
for the system. Inactive orders are held on the user’s computer and these locally inactivated
orders can be resent if requested. Reactivated orders receive a new order number and are
Debt Securities Market
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rearranged in the orderbook. Order inactivation by the users cannot be performed via FIX.
However, FIX drop copy users receive messages regarding inactivated orders.
It will be also possible for the users to enter orders as inactive orders in the first entry phase and
send these orders to the system by re-activating them.

2.10 Trade Reporting
Instead of “Negotiated Deals” present in the current system, trade reporting feature will be
introduced.
It will be possible to send cleared trade reports, trades which are settled at Takasbank, in Repo
Reverse Repo - Normal Market until the forward value session state.
In the International Bonds Market, it will be possible to send cleared or non-cleared trade
reports. Non-cleared trade reports include trade reports that are settled outside Takasbank.
In the above-mentioned markets, users will be able to execute their orders and report them to
Borsa İstanbul through trade reports within the price and quantity limits set for that particular
instrument, without entering orders in the order book.
Trades executed through trade reports will be announced as such. It will also be possible to send
trade reports by FIX Order Entry users.
2.10.1 One-Sided Trade Reporting
The parties of the trade are different members. One of the members enters his/her side (bid/ask),
price, quantity, account type and the counterparty information and sends it to the system. The
counterparty accepts pending trade report by entering his/her own account type information.
2.10.2 Double-Sided Trade Reporting
Both sides of the trade is the same member. The member enters his/her side (bid/ask), price,
quantity, account type and the counterparty information and sends it to the system.

2.11 Partitioning
With the BISTECH system, partitioning currently used in Equity Market and Derivatives
Market will be in force for Debt Securities Market. Partitioning in Debt Securities Market is
designed as below:
Group-1: For Equity Repo Market instruments with equities starting with letters A to I
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Group-2: Remaining instruments
Any changes in the above-mentioned partitioning due to load-balancing or other reasons will
be announced to our members in a reasonable delay.
It is necessary to connect both partitions separately for FIX OE (OrderEntry) and FIX DC
(DropCopy) channels. Partition information of instruments are available in
SecurityDefinition/Report messages in FIX-RD (Reference Data) channel. It is possible to send
orders for an instrument depending on its group from the partition concerned.

Debt Securities Market
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3.

FUNCTIONAL AND STRUCTURAL CHANGES

3.1

User Types and their Features

Members will send orders and execute trades in BISTECH trading platform either from FIX
interface or through trading workstation (TW) assigned to their users.
Users who participated in TW member representative training and passed the exams will be
entitled to use BISTECH Trading Workstation.
3.1.1 Trading Workstation (TW):
Trading Workstation will be used with the BISTECH system. TW users will be able to send
(including order alteration and order cancellation) 8 orders per second. Order entry capacity is
parametric and Borsa İstanbul can change the capacity with prior notice. It is not necessary to
have connectin in two different partitions separately. A user can connect to both partitions with
only one TW connection. Member Representative and Firm Manager user types continue to
exist as in the current system.
Firm Manager users will be able to change and cancel orders sent by member representatives
of their members.

3.1.2 BAP FIX Protocol


FIX Order Entry: FIX Order Entry will be used to send orders and market maker quotations
as in the current system. It will also be possible to send trade reports through FIX Order
Entry. In order to have access to all instruments in two partitions, it is necessary have
connection in two FIX sessions for two partitions. Rules regarding FIX capacities will be
announced in due course.



FIX Reference Data: FIX Reference Data provides reference information on each
instrument series. Reference Data users will receive, “Security Definition” messages
including reference information on related instrument series upon their login to Reference
Data; “Security Definition Update” messages for intraday updates; “Security Status”
messages to follow session changes; “Price Reference” messages for price information and
“Trading Session List” messages for session information in the system. It is not necessary
to have connection in two different FIX sessions for each partition. Reference Data includes
information on instruments on both groups.
FIX Reference Data provides information that can be transferred to your system including
information on trading instruments such as maturity date, issue amount, issue price, first
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coupon rate, first coupon date, order entry method (clean price, dirty price, yield),
calculation method, and whether Takasbank act as Central Counter Party or not.


3.2

FIX Drop Copy: FIX Drop Copy provides order, market maker quotation and trade report
information of a certain member. It could be used to send related messages of all users of a
member, or to send order and trade flows of a sponsored user to that sponsored user. It is
necessary to have connection in at least two FIX sessions for two partitions.

Price Depth Information

Price Depth query will be increased to 25 steps from current 20 steps. It will be increased from
5 steps to 10 steps in data dissemination.

3.3

Market Maker Quotations

Methods and principles concerning market maker quotation will continue as they are with the
BISTECH system. Quotes will be sent in market maker instruments from TW>Price
Quotation>Price Quotation window by selecting below-mentioned account types:
AType
G-Primary Dealer Govt
C-Primary Dealer Corp

AFK
FI-GOV-MM
FI-COR-MM

It will also be possible to send mass quotes through FIX channels.
Market maker quotes will not be sent through Order Entry window. Similarly, quotations will
not be viewed from Order Book and Order History windows. However, market maker quotes
can be viewed from Order Depth window. FIX Drop Copy will also send information on market
maker quotes. Alteration and cancellation in market maker quotes will also be handled in Price
Quotation window.
During the ARA (Break) session, open quotations will not be cancelled on instrument basis.
However, quotes sent by the member can be cancelled as a whole.
Borsa İstanbul experts will not be able to send or change market maker quotes on behalf of
members.
TW>Price Quotation>Continuous Quoting Fulfillment window provides information on
whether market maker responsibility is fulfilled or not. In this window;
Req%: Required Fulfilled Responsibility; if market makers will be required to have valid
quotes in the market for a certain amount of time as a responsibility, this column will show the
required period to have valid quotes. This column is set to 0% under current market maker
responsibility criteria for Fixed Income users.
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Have quoting obligations been fulfilled?: This column will be set to “No” if Req% and one
of the Maximum non-quoting time criteria for a certain instrument is violated during the day.
The column will be set to “Yes” if responsibility criteria are met.
Max non-quoting time exceeded?: This column shows whether required time to send valid
quotes is exceeded or not. The column will be set to “No” when a valid quote is sent.
Non-quoting time: Shows time without valid quotes in the market. When there is no valid
market maker quote of the member, the counter starts counting. When a valid quote is sent,
counter is reset.
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3.4

Instrument Classification (Instrument Group)

Existing instrument group codes will be used with a character at the end containing additional
information about the issuance. Example: 101C; 101D etc.
Group
Code
101

Explanation
A

Public Offering, Original

B
C
D

Public Offering, Derivative
Auction, Original
Auction, Derivative

E
F

Qualified Investor, Original
Qualified Investor, Derivative

G
H
J
K

Direct Placement, Original
Direct Placement, Derivative
Foreign Placement, Original
Foreign Placement, Derivative

214

Government Bond, without withholding tax,
discounted
Government Bond, Indexed to CPI
Government Bond, Fixed Rate, USD denominated
Government Bond, Floating Rate, USD
denominated
Government Bond, Floating Rate
Government Bond, without withholding tax, with
coupons
Treasury Bill, without withholding tax
Government Lease Certificate, Indexed to CPI
Government Lease Certificate
Government
Lease
Certificate
(USD
denominated)
Corporate Lease Certificate

L

215
233
251

Listed Corporate Lease Certificate
Corporate Lease Certificate (USD denominated)
Commercial Paper

O
P
S

Asset Backed Security, Qualified
Investor, Original
Quasi Equity, Original
Qualified Investor, Convertible Bonds
Structured, Issued to Qualified
Investor, Original

252
253
254
281
301
302
303
304
353
354
355
357
358
401
402
411
412
701

Listed Commercial Paper
Commercial Paper (with coupons)
Listed Commercial Paper (with coupons)
Structured Debt Security
Corporate Bond
Listed Corporate Bond
Debt Securities included in Shareholders’ Equity
Convertible Bonds
Bank Bill
Listed Bank Bill
Bank Bill (Foreign)
Bank Bill (with coupons)
Listed Bank Bill (with coupons)
Asset Backed Security
Listed Asset Backed Security
Asset Secured Security
Listed Asset Secured Security
Eurobond (Turkish)

108
109
110
111
115
152
211
212
213
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3.5

Indicative Board

Members will display their intention to trade to the market by entering Indicative Quotes to
Indicative Board. Currenly, only eurobonds are defined to Indicative Board. Indicative Quotes
are not firm orders and could not be executed. Interested parties can enter orders to the
Eurobond Market or use Trade Reporting facility in order to trade on the instrument series
displayed via Indicative Quotes.
Users can enter Indicative Quotes by opening Trading Workstation (TW) > Price Quotation >
Price Quotation.

3.6

Committed Transactions Market of Sukuk

The model regarding lease certificates or other capital market instruments accepted by Borsa
İstanbul Board of Directors that are subject to multilateral committed transactions will function
as follows:

1. The investment institution intending to buy or sell lease certificates or other capital market
instruments accepted by Borsa İstanbul Board of Directors to trade at this Market via
multilateral committed transactions enters an order with rate, price and the value of
transaction.
2. If two counter orders with matching codes of the security, settlement date of the transaction
(Settlement Date 1), settlement date of the committed transaction (Settlement Date 2), rate
and price of the transaction (Price for the Settlement Date 1) are entered, 3 consecutive
transactions are realized.
3. The first transaction is a buy-sell transaction realized on the Settlement Date 1, between the
seller party with a commitment to repurchase the security and the buyer party with a
commitment to resell the security.
4. The second transaction is between the buyer party of the first transaction with reselling
commitment and Takasbank to be realized on Settlement Date 2 at a committed price.
Takasbank (XTK) is the counterparty of the second transaction as buyer and pays the value
of the transaction.
5. The third transaction is between the seller party of the first transaction with repurchasing
commitment and Takasbank to be realized on Settlement Date 2 at a committed price.
Takasbank is the counterparty of the third transaction as seller and receives the value of the
transaction.
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6. Takasbank has the right of withdrawal for the second and third transactions. Takasbank
cannot be held responsible in case of exercising this right.

Abovementioned first, second and third transactions are described below as a shematic illustration:

Committed transactions:

Order entry at Committed Transactions Market of Sukuk is similar to Repo Market for Specified
Securities. However, since the transaction is inherently a security transaction and not a repo
transaction, Trading Workstation (TW) > Clearing Trades window shows the nominal amount
of security bought and sold instead of the trade value. First transaction and the committed
transaction could be seen in different rows. Witholding tax will be calculated similar to repo
markets and could be found in the row of first transaction.
Second (or third) transaction could be seen on Clearing Trades window as a normal outright
purchase and sale transaction and Price/Rate column will show the rate of the first transaction.
Same settlement day trading is not allowed for funds (start date equals to the trade date) after
14:00 (forward start date sessions) at Committed Transaction Market of Sukuk.

3.7

Buy-in Market

If a member of Debt Securities Market defaults, Takasbank will trade on behalf of this member
in order to resolve default.
If there is no defaulting members, there will not be any instruments defined for this Market. In
case of a default, related instrument will become tradable and be announced to the market.
Additionally, only counter orders will be allowed against orders of Takasbank. Members will
not be able to send orders with the same direction.
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3.8

Rules Related to Account Type, Agency Fund Code (AFK) and Client

Market

Equity Repo

Other Markets

AType
Authorized account
types are listed.
P–House
F–Fund
M–Client
I–Investment Trust
O–Portfolio
Management Company
Y–Other
P– House
F–Fund
I– Investment Trust
O–Portfolio
Management Company
Y– Other

Other Markets

M– Client

Outright Purchase
and Sale Market
Primary
Dealer
Quotations

G–Primary Dealer
Government
C–Primary Dealer
Corporate

AFK
AFK related to
selected account type
is listed.

Mandatory
AFK Code

Client
14 characters free
text

Info
14 characters
free text

Mandatory
Client’s MKK
account number

Free

Free

Free

Mandatory

Free

Free

Free

Mandatory
AFK Code
Mandatory
AFK Code
Mandatory
AFK Code

Account types and witholding tax rates for repo transactions on the basis of collective
investment undertakings are summarized in the table below. Same day value date transactions
after 14:00 for “Investment Trust” and “Other” account types are not allowed.

Collective Investment Undertakings
Pension Mutual Funds
Real Estate Investment Trusts
Venture Capital Investment Trusts
Investment Trusts
Mutual Funds
Exchange Traded Funds
Real Estate Investment Funds
Venture Capital Investment Fund
Portfolio Management Companies
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Repo
AType
Witholding
Tax Rate (%)
0
F–Fund
Y–Other
15
Y–Other
15
0
I–Investment Trust
F–Fund
0
F–Fund
0
Y–Other
15
Y–Other
15
15

O–Portfolio
Management Company
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3.9

Order Alteration

Open orders could be altered. However, changing price and increasing quantity results in losing
priority.
It will not be allowed to change Account Type, AFK and Client number fields, which are
possible to change in our current system (OTASS).

3.10 Clearing Trades
Information regarding your trades will be available with counterparty and counterparty AFK
details as in our current system.
Exchange fee could not be seen per transaction and will be distributed with trade books end of
day.

3.11 Rules for Crossed Trades
Regarding the matching rules for bid and ask orders entered by the same member (cross trades)
for same or different account numbers and special operational principles for mutual funds and
investment trust house account trading, 10 seconds delay trade period for crossed trades will
not be applied. The rule for the orders entered for mutual funds and investment trusts by a
member to be conveyed first that match with the orders entered by the same member will be
lifted. Mutual funds and investment trusts will be able to execute cross trades by entering active
orders.
Volume weighted average rates and prices realized until the end of same day transactions (T+0)
for each market are taken as reference for trades of mutual funds with same day settlement after
the end of same day transactions. Only transaction in favor of mutual funds are realized. In
order to execute same day orders entered for mutual funds that are waiting in the orderbook,
orders of House/Client/Portfolio Management Company should be entered with FoK or FaK
validity during forward start date sessions.
Same day order entry is not allowed for funds during forward start date sessions at Committed
Transaction Market of Sukuk.

3.12 Non-Cleared Trades
Non-cleared trades will be shown on a seperate window at trading workstation.




Trades realized after 14:00 with same day settlement (T+0),
Cross trades in which the member is both buyer and seller,
Cross trade-reports in which the member is both buyer and seller (allowed internally within
member),
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 Trade-reports with non-cleared option selected
will be non-cleared trades.

3.13 Repo Security Allocation
BISTECH system will provide members with an opportunity to allocate securities for repo
trades via Clearing Workstation (CW) one by one or all together by reading an Excel file.
In addition, it will be possible to allocate securities automatically via WebService provided by
Takasbank similar to the automatic allocation performed via BAP API.

3.14 Daily Bulletins and Trade Books
After Debt Securities Market moves to BISTECH system, you may have access to the file
informing about all fields in trade books and bulletins to be created in CSV format from the
link below.
http://www.borsaistanbul.com/bistechdestek/teknik-dokumanlar
BISTECH Phase2+ (PAY+VIOP+BAP+KMTP) Tab
Data Transmission and Acceptance Formats –
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4.

PRICE TYPES AND PRICE/YIELD CALCULATIONS

4.1

Definitions

Price: The value given on a nominal value of 100 for a security. It is named as clean, dirty or
settlement price according to order entry method of security determined by BIST.
Accrued Interest or Accumulated Rent: Amount of periodic coupon interest or rent return
occurred for the number of days between previous coupon payment date (or issue date for
securities within first coupon period) and value date (GGS).

Accrued Interest or Accumulated Rent = Periodic Coupon Payment ×
× 100

GGS
Number of Days in the Coupon Period

Clean Price: Price that is not including accrued interest or accumulated rent.
Dirty Price: Price including accrued interest or accumulated rent of the security.
Repo Collateral Price: Clean or dirty price used in the Repo Market for Specified Securities.
Value Date 2 Price: Price at value date 2 which is calculated with repo rate for special repo
trades.

Value Date 2 Price =Value Date 1 Price × (1 +

𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑜 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒
×Repo Term)
365

Reference Indices: Indices which are calculated by the formula below and announced by the
Treasury. CPI (TÜFE) values, announced by the Turkish Statistical Institute, are used for index
calculations.
Reference index for day g of month A:
Daily Reference Index =𝑇Ü𝐹𝐸𝑎−3 +
TÜFEa-2 : TÜFE for month a-2
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𝑔−1
X(𝑇Ü𝐹𝐸𝑎−2 − 𝑇Ü𝐹𝐸𝑎−3 )
𝐴𝐺

g: Number of days since beginning of the month
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TÜFEa-3 : TÜFE for month a-3

AG: Total number of days within the month

CPI Indexed Government Bonds: Coupon bonds which guarantee CPI inflation rate plus a
fixed real rate -determined by the Treasury- throughout the term. Coupon and principal
payments are made according to the formulas below.

Principal payment 

Coupon payments

Reference index maturity date
x 100
Reference index issuedate

Reference index coupondate
x 100 x Real coupon rate
Reference index issuedate

Inflation Coefficient: Coefficient equals to the value of reference index at value date divided
by the value of reference index at issue date. It cannot be less than one for Government Debt
Securities (GDS). If it is less than one, then it is assumed to be one.
Settlement Price: The price used to calculate settlement value of a trade. For securities that
are index-linked but traded without inflation adjustment, settlement price is equal to dirty price
times inflation coefficient at value date. For other securities, it is equal to dirty price.
The equations below are generally valid, but that should be taken into consideration that the
variables stated above can be either 0 or 1 for some of the securities (for example, accrued
interest for discounted securities equals to 0, inflation coefficient equals to 1 for all securites
except index-linked).
Settlement Price = Dirty Price x Inflation Coefficient
Trade Volume = Nominal Quantity x Settlement Price / 100
Accrued Interest Amount = Nominal Quantity x Accrued Interest x Inflation Coefficient /
100
Accumulated Rent Amount = Nominal Quantity x Accumulated Rent / 100
Principal Value = Nominal Quantity x Clean Price x Inflation Coefficient / 100
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4.2
No
1

Formula
Formül

𝐴
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 =
𝑟 𝑋 𝑉𝐾𝐺
1+
365

2.1

𝐾𝑃𝑁
𝑀

𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 =

𝑅
(1 + )
𝑀
2.2

1−
𝐾𝐺𝑆
𝐷𝐺𝑆

𝑋

1+
(

1
𝑅
(1 + )𝑁−1
𝑀
𝑅
𝑀

𝐴

+
(1 +
)

𝑅 𝑁−1+𝐾𝐺𝑆
𝐷𝐺𝑆
)
𝑀

Odd First Period
1

𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 =

𝐾𝐺𝑆

𝑅 𝐷𝐺
(1 + )
𝑀
(
)

𝐴

× {𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 +
(1 +

𝑅 𝑁−1
)
𝑀

𝐾𝑃𝑁
𝑀
+ ∑
}
𝑅 𝑖
𝑖=1 (1 +
)
𝑀
𝑁−1

2.3

Note: If value date is later than first coupon payment date, C1=0
Odd Last Period

2.4

𝐾𝑃𝑁
1
𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 + 𝐴
𝑀
𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 =
× [∑
] +
𝐾𝐺𝑆
𝑁−2 ×
𝐷𝐺𝑆2
𝑖−1
𝑅
𝑅
𝑅 𝐷𝐺
𝑅 𝐷𝐺
𝑖=1 (1 +
(1 + )
)
(1 + )
(1
+
)
𝑀
𝑀
𝑀
𝑀
}
(
) {
Odd First and Odd Last
𝑁−1

1

𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 =

𝐾𝐺𝑆

𝑅 𝐷𝐺
(1 + )
𝑀
(
)

3

𝐾𝑃𝑁
1
𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 + 𝐴
𝑀
𝑋 {𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 + [∑
]+
𝑋
}
𝑅 𝑖−1
𝑅
𝑅 𝐷𝐺𝑆2
(1 + )𝑁−2 (1 + ) 𝐷𝐺
𝑖=2 (1 + 𝑀 )
𝑀
𝑀
𝑁−1

1

Note: If value date is later than first coupon payment date, C1=0
3.2
3.1
365

𝑟 𝑋 𝑉𝐾𝐺 𝑉𝐾𝐺
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = (1 +
)
−1
365
3.3

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = (1 +
𝑁

3.4

𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = ∑
4

𝑅 𝑀
) −1
𝑀

𝐶𝑖
𝐾𝐺𝑆𝑖
𝑟) 365

+

𝐴
𝑉𝐾𝐺
𝑟) 365

3.5 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = (

(1 +
𝑖=1 (1 +
4.1
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑑 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑟 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝐾𝑃𝑁
𝐺𝐺𝑆
= (
)𝑋
𝑀
𝐷𝐺𝑆

7

7.1

8

𝐾𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖 𝐹𝑖𝑦𝑎𝑡

)

365
𝑉𝐾𝐺

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡 = (𝐾𝑃𝑁)𝑋

6

𝐴 + 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡
365
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 (𝑟) = (
− 1) ∗
𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝑉𝐾𝐺

𝐴+𝐶

4.2

𝑅𝐸𝐹𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
𝑅𝐸𝐹𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒
Settlement Price = Dirty Price x Inflation Coefficient

5

360

𝑟 𝑋 𝑉𝐾𝐺 𝑉𝐾𝐺
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = (1 +
)
−1
360

−1

𝐷
360

D = (D2-D1)+30(M2-M1)+360(Y2-Y1)

7.2
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 (𝑟) = (

𝐴 + 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡
360
− 1) ∗
𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑦𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝑉𝐾𝐺

Dirty Price = Clean Price + Accrued Interest or Accumulated Rent
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Kısaltmalar
VKG
DGS
DGS2
DG
KGS
GGS
M
N
r
R
A
KPN
Ci
REF

Tanımlar
Number of actual days to maturity
Number of actual days in the current coupon period
Actual number of days in the last period
Assumed number of days in a regular period
Number of actual days to the next coupon payment from the value
date
Number of actual days from the last coupon date (or issue date) to the
value date
Number of coupon payments per year
Number of coupon till maturity
Annual simple yield
Yield-to-Maturity
Principal (100)
Yearly coupon rate x100
Coupon rate for the period x 100
Reference index announced by the treasury
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4.2.1 Price, Yield and Formulas in Order Entry
Order entry methods and formulas for security types
Type

Type 1

Order Day Accrued
entry count Interest
meth.
(AI)
Yield 365
---

Accrued Interest
Amount

Principal Value

---

Dirty
Price
(DP)
F1

Settlement
Price

Settlement Value

Yield (R)

DP*Nom. Qty/100

Inflation
Coefficient
(IC)
---

F1

OEP

Yield last Compound Compound
period (r)
Yield
Yield (last
period)
OEP
F3.1
F3.1

Type 2A

CP

365

F4.1

AI*(Nom. Qty/100)

CP*Nom. Qty/100

F8

F8

DP*Nom. Qty/100

---

F2.1

F7.1

F3.3

F3.1

Type 2B

CP

365

F4.1

AI*(Nom. Qty/100)

CP*Nom. Qty/100

F8

F8

DP*Nom. Qty/100

---

F2.2

F7.1

F3.3

F3.1

Type 2C

CP

365

F4.1

AI*(Nom. Qty/100)

CP*Nom. Qty/100

F8

F8

DP*Nom. Qty/100

---

F2.3

F7.1

F3.3

F3.1

Type 2D

CP

365

F4.1

AI*(Nom. Qty/100)

CP*Nom. Qty/100

F8

F8

DP*Nom. Qty/100

---

F2.4

F7.1

F3.3

F3.1

Type 3A

CP

365

F4.1

AI*(Nom. Qty/100)

CP*Nom. Qty/100

F8

F8

DP*Nom. Qty/100

---

---

---

---

---

Type 3B

DP

365

---

---

---

OEP

OEP

DP*Nom. Qty/100

---

---

---

---

---

Type 4

DP

365

---

---

---

OEP

F6

DP*IC* Nom. Qty/100

F5

---

---

---

---

Type 5

CP

365

F4.1

AI*IC*Nom. Qty/100

CP*IC* Nom. Qty/100

F8

F6

DP*IC* Nom. Qty/100

F5

F2.1

F7.1

F3.3

F3.1

Type 6(USD)*

CP

360

F4.2

AI*(Nom. Qty/100)

CP*Nom. Qty/100

F8

F8

DP*Nom. Qty/100

---

F2.1

F7.2

F3.3

F3.2

Type 7(EUR)*

CP

365

F4.1

AI*(Nom. Qty/100)

CP*Nom. Qty/100

F8

F8

DP*Nom. Qty/100

---

F2.1

F7.1

F3.3

F3.1

Type 8A

CP

365

F4.1

AI*(Nom. Qty/100)

CP*Nom. Qty/100

F8

F8

DP*Nom. Qty/100

---

---

---

F3.4

F3.5

Type 8B

DP

365

---

---

---

OEP

OEP

DP*Nom. Qty/100

---

---

---

F3.4

F3.5

Abbrevations: AI: Accrued Interest, F: Formula, CP: Clean Price, DP: Dirty Price, Nom. Qty: Nominal, IC: Inflation Coefficient, OEP: Order Entry Price/Rate
 Type 1- Discounted securities and stripped principals. For example; T-bills, discounted
 Type 4- Stripped coupons and principals of index (CPI) linked securities. For example;
government bonds and commercial papers
CPI linked government bond annuities, stripped coupons and principals of CPI linked
 Type 2- Fixed rate securities. For example; TL and foreign currency fixed rate bonds/TL
bonds
fixed rate lease certificates
 Type 5- Index (CPI) linked bonds (fixed base coupon)
o Type 2A) Regular coupon periods
 Type 6- Eurobond (USD)
o Type 2B) Odd first period
 Type 7- Eurobond (EUR)
o Type 2C) Odd last period
 Type 8- Irregular Cash Flow Bonds
o Type 2D) Odd first and odd last period
o Type 8A – Irregular cash flow bonds traded at clean price
 Type 3- Variable rate securities.
o Type 8B – Irregular cash flow bonds traded at dirty price
o Type 3A – Next coupon rate is known (whole security). For example; TL based
variable rate securities with fixed first coupon rate
o Type 3B – No future coupon payments are known (whole securty) and stripped
coupons of Type 3A securities. For example; stripped coupons of securities,
variable rate bonds with variable first coupon rate, foreign currency variable rate
bonds and real estate certificates
* If Eurobonds have odd first or odd last period, formulas for Type 2 are used. Day count for Type 6 is 360.
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5.

EXCHANGE COMMISSIONS

Exchange commissions can be calculated as follows:

Market

FKESN
FKESS
FNYIP
FGAPZ
FTMRD

Trading Session

Value
Date

Account

BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE
BAP_SURKLI_MZYD_OGLE
BAP_GOV_MM_T0_STRT
BAP_CORPORATE_MM_T0
BAP_CORP_MM_OGLE
BAP_CORP_MM_T0_STOP
BAP_GOV_MM_T+1_STRT

Except MM
accounts

BAP_ILERI_VALOR
BAP_ILR_VALR_GOVT+1
BAP_ILRVAL_GOVMM_STP

SDVD
Except MM
Forward
accounts
Value
Date
FI-GOV-MM
FI-COR-MM

FKESN

-

FEUTP
FREPN
FBREP
FREPS
FMKTR
FPREP
FSTIP

Echange
Commmission
Rate, ECR (in
ten thousand)

Exchange
Commission

0,1

0,2

Settlement
Value *
Exchange Rate*
ECR

0,1
0,075
0,092125

BAP_SUREKLI_MUZAYEDE
BAP_SURKLI_MZYD_OGLE
BAP_ILERI_VALOR
BAP_ILERI_VALOR_PAY
BAP_ILERI_VLR_TAKAS

FREPN

-

-

Trade Reporting

-

0,05

SDVD

0,1

Forward
Value
Date

0,05

Principal Value *
Term * ECR

0,075

SDVD: Same day value date trades whose start date is equal to transaction date.
Forward Value Date: Trades whose start date is later than transaction date.
MM Accounts: Market Maker accounts
Exchange Rate: Forex buying rate announced by Central Bank of Turkey on the previous day
Term: Term is found by subtracting start date from end date in repo transactions.
Exchange commission Equity Repo trades is effectuated the month following end date. In case
repo term is rectified (end date is brought forward), exchange commission is recalcutated based
on new repo term.
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6.

PRE-TRADE RISK MANAGEMENT (PTRM)

Pre-Trade Risk Management application is a risk management application developed in an
integrated way with the trading and clearing platforms to control and monitor the risks involved
due to the orders entered and trades executed in Borsa İstanbul Debt Securities Market. PTRM
system is planned to go live at the same time as BISTECH system for Debt Securities Market.
With the application, the risk of the orders sent to the system from BISTECH Trading
Workstation and FIX protocol and the risk of the trades executed are checked. Risk controls
can be made at different stages being before the orders are accepted by the system (pre-trade)
and after they are accepted (at-trade).
BISTECH Pre-Trade Risk Management – PTRM application is a risk management system
where a module integrated with the matching engine which comprises orders and trades and
Takasbank (Clearing House) real-time risk management module (RTM) operate in an integrated
way by exchanging data real-time (see Figure 1).
Pre-Trade Risk Management – General Structure

PTRM application performs pre-trade risk controls within the pre-trade risk control module
(RXP) which is positioned prior to the matching engine. Orders before entering the order book
are subject to pre-order (pre-trade) risk controls by means of a simplified and fast algorithm.
Orders that pass the risk checks on the RXP module enter into the order book if they are
accepted and then, they are evaluated for order matching by the matching engine. The orders
that fail RXP risk checks do not enter in the order book and they are canceled without being
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evaluated by the matching engine. The RXP module aiming that orders are quickly evaluated
by the risk checks without delay works in sync with the RX Server.
On the other hand, post-trade risk checks are performed on the Risk Management Server (RX
Server) located outside the matching engine. RX Server module performs post-trade risk checks
using reference information (account structure, beginning of the day positions, etc…) taken
from the clearing system at the beginning of the day and updated information taken from
Takasbank real-time risk management module (RTM) during the day without introducing an
additional load on the matching engine.
Performed risk checks and their results may be tracked with PTRM Graphical User Interface
(PTRM GUI).
Exchange members may connect to the PTRM GUI application through Distant Remote
Access. User information which is required to login to the PTRM GUI will be provided by the
Exchange. It is mandatory that PTRM users receive PTRM application training provided by the
Exchange.
With BISTECH PTRM application,




User and account based validations
Risk group checks (user limits)
Account based margin checks

may be performed. In addition to these controls, PTRM GUI can also be used to track suspended
accounts for various reasons.
User and account based checks are made before the orders are accepted by the system within
the framework of market-based rules.
Risk group checks are performed at different stages being before or after the orders are accepted
by the system in line with the limits defined by the members. Exchange may also set limits for
its members if deemed necessary.
Margin checks are made on account basis in the framework of the rules determined by
Takasbank. Members can follow the current collateral information of their accounts through
PTRM application.
PTRM takes the necessary actions in accordance with the member and account suspension
instructions sent from the clearing system. In case when the limits regarding collateral adequacy
are exceeded, Takasbank can block all orders or block only position increasing orders from the
account in question. If it is deemed necessary by Takasbank, all orders sent from risky accounts
whether they are position decreasing or not may be blocked from entering into system. The
rules regarding order blocking are determined in Takasbank Procedures. Furthermore, members
and/or accounts may be suspended directly through PTRM application when necessary or when
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the conditions set in the Exchange or Takasbank Directives and Procedures are realized.
Members can track the information about suspension of the member or its accounts through
PTRM application.

6.1

User and Account Based Validations

At the time of order entry and amendment, PTRM validate the user and account information:






6.2

Account validation: Orders cannot be sent if agency/ fund code (AFK) field is empty or if
the code is invalid/ nonexistent.
Account type and AFK validation: Users are only allowed to send orders with the AFK
which belongs to the selected account type (portfolio, client, fund...).
User and account validation: Users are only allowed to send orders using the accounts that
they are authorized. User-account authorizations will be performed by members through
clearing workstations.
Account and instrument validation: Accounts are only allowed to send orders for the
instruments that they are authorized.

Risk Group Checks (User Limits)

Risk group controls are performed according to the limits defined by the member or by the
Exchange if deemed necessary. Risk groups are created by grouping the users of the
member/Exchange. Users will be able to use this function on demand. Authorities regarding
this function are granted upon member’s requests.
It is mandatory for the member to document the methods and calculations that are used to create
the risk limits which are to be defined for each risk groups to be formed within the BISTECH
PTRM Risk Group Controls function and to notify the Exchange on the same day if requested
by the Exchange.
The control of the various risks that may be caused by users sending orders and/or trading in
BISTECH system is carried out with user limits defined by the “risk group”. Risk groups are
formed by grouping the users by the participant or by the Exchange when needed. Members
may have several risk groups with different risk limits but a user can not be assigned to more
than one risk group. At least one user must be assigned to each risk group. Different limits can
be defined for each risk group. PTRM makes the following checks using the limits that are
defined at the risk group level:
 Pre-trade Risk Checks
 Maximum order size
 Restricted instruments
 At-trade Risk Checks
 Position risk limits
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Order rate limitiations

In addition to these functions, it is possible to mass cancel open orders of all users under a risk
group.
The limits and calculation method which are used in position risk limits and maximum order
size controls may be set on either “instrument type” or “instrument class” level.
Risk calculation methods used in risk calculations for position risk limit checks and maximum
order size check are as below:




Quantity (number of instruments)
Volume (number of instruments * instrument size)
Value (number of instruments * instrument size * price * exchange rate)

In terms of Debt Securities Market risk management, position risk limits can be defined only
on Quantity basis in the current phase.
Risk Group Structure

6.2.1 Pre-Trade Risk Controls
6.2.1.1

Maximum Order Size Control:

An order will go through below maximum order size validation at the time of order entry and
order amendment:
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 Order Size ≥ Maximum Order Size ---> Order is rejected
 Order Size < Maximum Order Size ---> Order is accepted
Maximum order size is the maximum quantity of an order that shall be allowed for a risk group.
The limit which will be used for maximum order size control is configurable per instrument
class and instrument type.
6.2.1.2

Restricted Instruments:

It is possible for members to restrict the users in a risk group in terms of the instruments they
may trade. If restricted instruments function is enabled for a risk group, users under this risk
goup may only trade in the instrument types/classes for which risk limits are configured. Users
can not send orders for the instrument types/classes which are not assigned to the risk group.
6.2.2 At-Trade Risk Controls
6.2.2.1

Position Risk Limits

After the orders are accepted by the system, 9 different risk calculations may be performed taking
into account the orders placed in the order book and the trades executed from the beginning of the
day by the users included in the risk group.
Position risk limits controls are performed by comparing the calculated risks with the below
specified limits:
A:

Open Buy Orders

B:

Open Sell Orders

C:

Traded Bought

D:

Traded Sold

E:

Traded Net

E = |C-D|

F:

Total Buy

F = A+C

G:

Total Sell

G = B+D

H:

Total Net Buy

H = C-D+A

I:

Total Net Sell

I = D-C+B

The limits which will be used in position risk limits controls are configurable per instrument type
and instrument class under a risk group. If either the nine position risk counters equals or exceeds
the given limit for a specific instrument type or instrument class, breach occurs on this instrument
class or type for the risk group.
When a risk group is in the breach state, the users in the risk group are:
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Not allowed to submit new orders in any of the series connected to the breached instrument
type or class.
Not allowed to amend existing orders in any of the series connected to the breached
instrument type or class.
Allowed to cancel open orders and quotations.
Allowed to enter new orders for unbreached instrument class or instrument type.





Once the users in the risk group cancel open orders until their limit is no longer in breach, the
breach restriction is removed automatically. The Exchange or the member can remove the
breach event by increasing the breached limit during the day.
Defining the risk limit as zero means that the limit is infinite, and the system does not make any
checks for the risk limits defined as zero. Unexpected results may be encountered in the
system’s limit calculations if the limits of the instruments whose limits that are specified as zero
are changed to a value other than zero during the day. Therefore, the instrument type or
instrument class limits that are set to zero must not be changed during the day.

6.2.2.2

Order Rate Limitations:

Order rate limit is a restriction that is applied on order transmission rate in risk group basis.
Order rate limit check is based on new orders inserted into the orderbook. Below orders are
ignored by the order rate limit check:





Order cancellations
Rejected orders
Order modifications
Orders that do not stay in the order book such as Fill or Kill (FoK) orders (orders that are
matched at the order entry are taken into account).

The defined order rate limit indicates allowed order transmission rate in one second. The order
rate limit is checked every 1/10th of the second (100 milliseconds). If the number of orders
entered in 100 milliseconds exceeds 1/10th of the defined order rate limit, an event of breach
occurs. If an order rate limit is exceeded by a user, the risk group of the user is blocked. The
users in the blocked risk group are:





Not able to submit new orders.
Not able to amend existing orders.
Able to cancel open orders.
Able to connect to the system, receive broadcast and send queries.

The blocking due to order rate limit breach is not removed automatically during the day. A
manual unblock from the member or the Exchange is required to remove the breach restriction.
If the blocked risk group is not unblocked manually during trading day, the blocked group will
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be unblocked automatically at the beginning of the next trading day.

Both the PTRM user of the member and the Exchange can set an order rate limit for a risk
group. Both are displayed on the trader panel. The most restrictive of the limits will be used
when two different limits are defined by the participant and the Exchange. In this phase of the
introduction of BISTECH system, there is no plan to define any order rate limit for risk groups
by the Exchange.
6.2.3 E-mail Notifications:
If the calculated risk of a risk group reaches/exceeds any specified notification level, e-mails
are sent to all recipients who are in the notification list assigned to the group by the member.
There are three types of e-mail alerts:
 Notice: The lowest level of alert.
 Warnings: The next highest level of alert.
 Breach: Risk limits have been reached or exceeded.
Each limit defined for a risk group generates only one notice, warning, and breach e-mail per
trading day. If a limit is changed during the trading day, this limitation will be reset and the
limit will generate again one email alert for each notification level, regardless of any others that
were sent previously. Order Rate limit only generates breach e-mails. It does not create notice
or warning email alerts. Each time the Order Rate limit is breached, an email alert will be sent.
6.2.4 Monitored User
A risk group can be configured to monitor the connection status of a specified user realtime. If
the monitored user disconnects, the users in the risk group are automatically blocked from
entering orders until the monitored user connects again and the block is removed manually.
Setting a monitored user is optional.
6.2.5 Blocking a Risk Group
A risk group can be blocked in three different ways:
 Automatically by the system in case of risk limits breach
 Automatically by the system in case when monitored user loses its connection
 Manually by the Exchange or the member
The system automatically blocks the risk group when the defined limits are exceeded. If the risk
group is blocked as a result of position risk limits breach, the blocking is removed automatically
when the limits are no longer in breach or the Exchange or the member increases the limit for the
breached instrument during the day. If the risk group is blocked as a result of order rate limit breach,
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a manual unblock is required to remove the breach restriction. If the risk group is not unblocked
manually, the blocking of the risk group will end automatically next day.
The blocking as a result of the disconnection of monitored user requires also manual unblock.
Reconnection of the monitored user is not enough for unblock.
A risk group can also be blocked manually by the Exchange or the member. A manually blocked
risk group can only be unblocked manually by the participant or by the Exchange during the day. It
is also possible to mass cancel manually all open orders owned by all users in a risk group with oneclick.
If no action is taken to remove the blocking status, the blocking automatically stops at the beginning
of next business day.
The users in a blocked risk group:






Cannot enter new orders.
Cannot amend existing orders.
Are able to cancel open orders.
Can connect to the system
Are able to monitor the market. (Take broadcast, order/trade tracking etc…)

6.2.6 Default Group
If default group is added to a risk group, the risk of transactions that do not involve a valid user
ID in their user field is also tracked under this risk group. Otherwise, these kind of transactions
will not be represented in the overall risk calculated. The default group can be assigned to only
one risk group defined under the same member.
6.2.7 Mass Cancel
Members can determine through PTRM GUI whether open orders of all users in the risk group
is going to be cancelled automatically in case of a breach. If mass cancel option is checked and
if one of the position risk limits which are defined for an Instrument Type or Class is breached,
all open orders owned by all users in the risk group in any Instrument that shares the same
Instrument Type or Class will be canceled. If the order rate is breached, all open orders owned
by all users in the risk group will be canceled.
6.2.8 Risk Group Parameter Updates
Some of the risk parameters that are used for risk group checks can be updated intraday
(effective as of the moment they are defined) and some of them can be updated next business
day (the changes are effective one day after they defined).
Below changes are effective as of the moment they are defined in PTRM GUI:
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Updating position limits, order rate limits and maximum order size
Changing Notice and Warn e-mails percentages
Adding new e-mail alert recipient
Blocking and unblocking all users in the risk group from entering orders
Manually unblocking order rate breach
Turning on/off restricted instrument flag
Activation of mass cancellation which is the automatic cancellation of open orders of users
in the risk group in case of breach
 Cancellation of all open orders of the users in a risk group at once
The following changes on PTRM user interface can be performed anytime but can only be
effective when the system is started next day:









Adding a new limit or deleting an existing limit
Activating e-mail notifications
Removing existing e-mail alert recipients
Adding new users to a risk group
Creating or deleting a risk group
Removing users from a risk group
Changing monitored user of a risk group
Setting the default group

6.2.9 Group Lock
The Exchange user can lock member risk groups to prevent the users of the member from
making changes. A locked-down risk group is not authorized to take the following actions;
 The member will not be able to add or remove users to the existing risk group(s).
 The member will not be able to change alert levels for email alerts.
A locked-down risk group is authorized to take the following actions;
 Add and remove e-mail alerts recipients.
 Add instrument limits
 Change limits
6.2.10 Exceptions for Risk Group Controls
It is explained in this section how some special cases arising from different order or transaction
types are taken into account in risk group controls.
Trade Reports:
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Trades realized as a result of one-sided or two-sided trade reports are taken into account in
traded bought and traded sold counters in calculations for risk group controls. Trade reports
which are evaluated as other trades in risk calculations are not rejected in case of restricted
instrument violation or when the risk group is blocked. Consumptions for limits do not occur
when users send trade reports to the system but when the trade reports are accepted by the
counterparty and the trades are realized.
Price Quotations:
They are included in risk group calculations as regular orders. When they are matched, the
traded bought and sold counters are updated as in the case for regular orders.
Indicative Quotes:
They are not included in risk group calculations.
Locally Inactive Orders:
Orders inactivated by users (local inactivation) do not consume risk after inactivation. Limit
consumption is updated as if the order is canceled.
Centrally Inactive Orders:
Orders inactivated by the system (central inactivation) continue to consume risk after
inactivation as an open order and therefore do not consume any additional risk at the time of
reactivation.
Market Orders:
Fill or Kill and Fill and Kill types of orders which do not stay in the orderbook are taken into
account in the risk calculations when they are matched. These orders are rejected when the risk
group is blocked.
Cross Trades, Non-Cleared Trades:
Cross trades where both parties of the trade are the same member and other non-cleared trades
are included in risk group calculations in traded bought and traded sold counters.

6.3

Margin Checks

Participants will be able to follow the current margin information of their accounts through
PTRM application. The collateral checks to be made within the scope of PTRM application are
made on account basis within the framework of the rules determined by Takasbank and it is
checked whether the collaterals of the accounts are sufficient after the realized transactions. The
collateral sufficiency check is made by comparing “Margin Consumed” and “Available
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Collateral” values. Accounts having “margin consumed” value which exceeds its “available
collateral” value or having a negative “available collateral” value go into risky state. In the
framework of the rules to be set by the Exchange, the new orders of the risky accounts may be
rejected or only position decreasing orders may be accepted. In this introduction phase of
BISTECH system, it is planned that accounts having insufficient collateral can only send
position decreasing orders. It may also be possible to cancel open orders of risky accounts again
in the framework of the Exchange’s decision. In the first phase of the BISTECH system, open
orders of risky accounts are not to be canceled.
Available collateral value is calculated by RTM, a component of post-trade risk management
system, according to post-trade risk management margin calculation method. Margin consumed
value is calculated according to the margin calculation method specially developed for the
PTRM system. PTRM works in an integrated way with RTM throughout the day. After a trade
is realized, RTM calculates the margin required by taking into account the last position
information of the account and the updated parameters according to new prices during the day.
Transaction information taken into account while calculating this value and the current value
of the available collateral are sent to PTRM by RTM. Following the update from the RTM,
PTRM uses the updated available collateral value in its margin requirement control and does
not make any calculations for the transactions included in RTM’s calculation when calculating
margin consumed.
6.3.1 PTRM Margin Calculation Method
PTRM margin calculation method is a portfolio-based risk calculation method developed on
the basis of the collateral method used by Takasbank in its risk calculations. This method, which
has been developed in a way that does not cause any delay in order transmission, has a simpler
algorithm than post-trade collateral method and it takes into account the real time risk arising
from positions as well as orders.
PTRM calculates margin consumption by doing netting at the level of “margin instrument
group” taking into account open positions, open orders and the probability of these orders being
realized and the worst-case scenario in case of realization of these orders.
Margin instrument groups are determined by the Exchange. A certain amount of netting is made
among the instruments within the same group. This netting coefficient is determined by the
Exchange as being between 0 and 1. 1 means that the instruments in the margin instrument
group are fully netted. While determining margin instrument groups, it is considered that the
price movements of the instruments in the same group are close to each other or they are of the
same type. When the contribution of a margin instrument group to the margin consumed, netting
calculations are made among these instruments under this group and the worst case scenario is
created by examining the risks in buy and sell side separately for each margin instrument group.
The total margin consumption value for an account is calculated by adding together the
contributions to margin consumption of all margin instrument groups for which the account has
orders and/or positions.
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Exchange may use the configuration enabling open orders not to be included in margin
consumption. Orders are not planned to be included in margin consumption calculations in the
first stage of BISTECH system.
PTRM makes its risk calculation on the basis of margin calculation accounts (MCA) that trading
accounts are connected to. Collateral adequacy control is performed on the basis of margin
requirement accounts (MRA) to which MCA accounts are connected. MRA and MCA accounts
can be defined separately or in group by trading account basis (portfolio, fund, client, etc.)
With BISTECH transition, the account structure of Debt Securities Market is formed by taking
into account the types of trading accounts (portfolio, fund, client, etc.) and the capital
instruments with or without central counterparty (CCP) services.
Account Structure of Debt Securities Market

6.3.1.1

Margin Calculation Parameters

Unit Margin (UM): It is defined by Takasbank for both buy side and sell side positions
separately based on the instruments:



Buy side positions (long unit margin, LUM)
Sell side positions (short unit margin, SUM)

It is the unit risk value of the instrument. PTRM receives unit margin information from clearing
system at the beginning of each day and uses it as a base for margin calculations during the day.
In Debt Securities Market, unit margins are defined as the same for the instrument series within
the same instrument class except stripped series.
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Unit Margin Coefficient (UMC): This is defined on the basis of MCA. It is used for
differentiating unit margin values calculated based on instrument series considering the
different risk profiles of members and their accounts.
Considering the different risk profiles of participants and accounts, unit margin values
calculated based on instrument series may be differentiated between accounts.
Open Order Coefficient (OOC): This is defined on the basis of MCA. Open order coefficient is
a scaling coefficient that will apply to reduce the margin consumption for open orders when
compared to positions. It is determined by taking into account the likelihood of the match for
the order.
Netting Coefficient (NC): This is defined on the basis of margin instrument group. The risks in
buy and sell side calculated for each instrument in the instrument group are netted among each
other at the rate of this coefficient.
Consumption Coefficient (CC): This is defined on the basis of MRA. Consumption coefficient
is used to scale the required margin value calculated by RTM.
6.3.1.2

Margin Calculation Algorithm

In the PTRM system, the instrument position objects which are stored in the following way on
the basis of instrument for each MCA account provides the basis for margin calculations.

LP
SP
RLP
RSP
OOLO
OOSO
NOLO
NOSO
OOLT
OOST
NOLT
NOST

Long Position (units)
Short Position (units)
Resolved Long Position (units)
Resolved Short Position (units)
Offsetting Long Orders (units)
Offsetting Short Orders (units)
Non-Offsetting Long Orders (units) *
Non-Offsetting Short Orders (units) *
Offsetting Long Trade Reports (units)
Offsetting Short Trade Reports (units)
Non-Offsetting Long Trade Reports (units) *
Non-Offsetting Short Trade Reports (units) *

*Non-offsetting order and trade report values are not used in
Debt Securities Market (NOLO, NOSO, NOLT, NOST are
always 0). Only during calculations, temporary non-offsetting
order and trade report variables are used.
During margin calculation, below temporary variables calculated from the above order and
position values are used. These temporary variables will be multiplied by margin coefficients
obtained from the margin calculation parameters.
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OOLTt
OOSTt
OOLOt
OOSOt
NOLTt
NOSTt
NOLOt
NOSOt

Min (OOLT, SP)
Min (OOST, LP)
Min (SP-OOLTt, OOLO)
Min (LP- OOSTt, OOSO)
NOLT + OOLT - OOLTt
NOST + OOST - OOSTt
NOLO + OOLO - OOLOt
NOSO + OOSO - OOSOt

Margin Coefficients

MCOL
MCOS
MCPL
MCPS

UMC * OOC* LUM (Margin coefficient for open long orders)
UMC * OOC * SUM (Margin coefficient for open short orders)
UMC * LUM (Margin coefficient for long positions)
UMC * SUM (Margin coefficient for short positions)

All of Debt Securities Market accounts are of Non-Omnibus type. Omnibus accounts can hold
both the buy position and sell position for the same instrument at the same time, but nonomnibus account can hold only the buy or sell position for the same instrument.
Accordingly margin calculations shall be carried out as follows, taking into consideration the
trades and open orders for each margin instrument group in the first place:

∑instrument(𝐿𝑃 * MCPL)
Margin Consumed by Traded Sell Positions (TS)
∑instrument(𝑆𝑃 * MCPS)
Margin Consumed by Resolved Buy Positions (RTL)
∑instrument(R𝐿𝑃 * MCPL)
∑instrument(RS𝑃 * MCPS)
Margin Consumed by Resolved Sell Positions (RTS)
Margin Consumed by Non-Offsetting Buy Orders (NOL) ∑instrument(𝑁𝑂𝐿Ot * MCOL + NOLTt * MCPL)
Margin Consumed by Non-Offsetting Sell Orders (NOS) ∑instrument(𝑁𝑂𝑆 0t * MCOS + NOSTt * MCPS)
Margin Consumed by Offsetting Buy Orders (OOL)
∑instrument(𝑂𝑂𝐿Ot * MCOL + OOLTt * MCPL)
Margin Consumed by Offsetting Sell Orders (OOS)
∑instrument(𝑂𝑂𝑆Ot * MCOS + OOSTt * MCPS)
Margin Consumed by Traded Buy Positions (TL)

Offset (netting) calculations among the instruments in the same margin instrument group are
made on the quantity values multiplied by margin coefficients instead of the quantity values.
Following the multiplication of transaction quantities with margin coefficients, the worst case
scenario for each margin instrument group is determined taking into account current positions
and open orders. For this reason, PTRM makes its risk calculations considering the netted
values on buy and sell side. The maximum of the values obtained from these calculations is
determined as margin consumed. Margin consumption is calculated as follows for each margin
instrument group:
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Margin Consumed by Net Traded Positions and All abs (TL + NOL – (TS – OOL) * NC)
Open Buy Orders (ML)
Margin Consumed by Net Traded Positions and All abs (TS + NOS – (TL – OOS) * NC)
Open Sell Orders (MS)
MCinstrument group= max(ML, MS) – max ((RTL – RTS * NC),
Margin Consumed (MC)
(RTS – RTL * NC))
Margin consumptions calculated for each margin instrument group that a MCA account has
positions or orders are added together as follows to find out the total margin consumption value
for this MCA account:

MCMCA account = ∑𝒊𝒏𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒖𝒑 𝑴𝑪

6.3.2 Exceptions for Margin Consumption Calculation:
It is explained in this section how some special cases arising from different order or transaction
types are taken into account in margin checks.
Trade Reports:
Trade reports consume margin at the time of entry as any other order regardless of whether they
have been accepted and executed by the other party. Trade reports sent from risky accounts are
subject to rejection when they are position increasing.
Price Quotations:
They are considered as regular orders in margin checks. At the time of execution, trades are
processed as an execution like any other match event.
Indicative Quotes:
They are not included in margin calculations.

Locally Inactive Orders:
Orders inactivated by users (local inactivation) do not consume margin after inactivation.
Margin consumption is updated as if the order is canceled.
Centrally Inactive Orders:
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Orders inactivated by the system (central inactivation) continue to consume margin after
inactivation as an open order and therefore do not consume any additional margin at the time
of reactivation.
Market Orders:
Fill or Kill and Fill and Kill types of orders which do not stay in the orderbook are taken into
account in margin calculations when they are matched. These orders which are sent from risky
accounts are rejected if they are position increasing.
Tailor Made Series:
Margin checks concerning tailor made series which are created at the time of order entry by
selecting the desired date are made using unit margin values of the instrument class to which
the created series belong.
Tailor Made Stripped Series:
When tailor made series for stripped series are created at the time of order entry, PTRM waits
to hear the unit margin values which are going to be used in risk calculations from the RTM
system before accepting the order. After the value of the unit margin is calculated by the
clearing system and sent to the PTRM system, orders can be entered for these newly created
instruments. The orders sent to these instruments are rejected until the risk value update is
received. Risk value update time is less than 7 seconds.
Cross Trades, Non-Cleared Trades:
Cross trades where both parties of the trade are the same member and other non-cleared trades
are not included in margin calculations.

6.4

Suspended Members and Accounts

PTRM may prevent the entry of all orders or only position increasing orders in accordance with
the member and account suspension instructions sent from the clearing system. In addition, the
Exchange and Takasbank may suspend members or accounts directly through PTRM
application if necessary.
Members can follow the information about the suspension time and suspension level or the
suspension source and the reason for suspension through PTRM application. All orders of a
suspended member/account may be rejected or only position decreasing orders may be
accepted. It is also possible to cancel all open orders of a suspended member/account.
Information on which actions will be taken for a suspended member/account can also be
monitored through the application.
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In addition to the current situation, the suspension log history which includes
suspension/unsuspension actions during the day may also be monitored for the relevant day
through the application.
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7. Contact Information
You may send your questions and comments regarding Borsa İstanbul through
bistechsupport_autoticket@borsaistanbul.com;
212 298 24 27 – 1

Technical support,

212 298 24 27 – 2

Fixed Income Market

regarding Takasbank through bistechdestek@takasbank.com.tr.
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